
Generations
Firm FE

5561

The Generations line is designed for 
elevating family. Whether a family is 

moving their child to their first “big kid” 
mattress or looking for a quality sleep 

experience for themselves or their 
overnight guests, Generations beds answers 

the call for people who seek value. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Support Foam
Creates a firm sleeping surface and provides more support 
than standard foam.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides 
extra support where you need it most and allows a cooler 
night’s sleep.

12.75-Gauge Heavy Duty Spring Design
The high-density coil construction is made of tempered steel 
and is the heaviest and strongest support system in mattress 
construction today. Designed for high performance, it 
ensures support across the surface for proper spinal 
alignment. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to 
deliver a durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more 
sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to 
keep you comfortable, cool and dry.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides 
optimal mattress support.

Generations Firm FE  5561 Scan for 
more info



Generations
Plush FE

5563

The Generations line is designed for 
elevating family. Whether a family is 

moving their child to their first “big kid” 
mattress or looking for a quality sleep 

experience for themselves or their 
overnight guests, Generations beds answers 

the call for people who seek value. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Support Foam
Creates a firm sleeping surface and provides more support than 
standard foam.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides extra 
support where you need it most and allows a cooler night’s sleep.

5-Zone High-Density Performance Foam
Reduces pressure points in shoulder and hip areas and increases 
support in the lumbar zone and behind the knees.

High-Density Contour Foam
Super-soft, pressure-relieving contour foam is made with ridges to 
alleviate aches and pains. It molds to the contours of your body, 
providing just the right amount of support where you need it most.

12.75-Gauge Heavy Duty Spring Design
The high-density coil construction is made of tempered steel and is the 
heaviest and strongest support system in mattress construction today. 
Designed for high performance, it ensures support across the surface 
for proper spinal alignment. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to deliver a 
durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to keep 
you comfortable, cool and dry.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides optimal 
mattress support.

Generations Plush FE  5563 Scan for 
more info



Generations
Euro Top FE

5565

The Generations line is designed for 
elevating family. Whether a family is 

moving their child to their first “big kid” 
mattress or looking for a quality sleep 

experience for themselves or their 
overnight guests, Generations beds answers 

the call for people who seek value. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Support Foam
Creates a firm sleeping surface and provides more support than 
standard foam.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides extra 
support where you need it most and allows a cooler night’s sleep.

5-Zone High-Density Performance Foam
Reduces pressure points in shoulder and hip areas and increases 
support in the lumbar zone and behind the knees.

High-Density Contour Foam
Super-soft, pressure-relieving contour foam is made with ridges to 
alleviate aches and pains. It molds to the contours of your body, 
providing just the right amount of support where you need it most.

12.75-Gauge Heavy Duty Spring Design
The high-density coil construction is made of tempered steel and is the 
heaviest and strongest support system in mattress construction today. 
Designed for high performance, it ensures support across the surface 
for proper spinal alignment. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to deliver a 
durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides optimal 
mattress support.

Generations Euro Top FE 5565 Scan for 
more info



Optimize
Firm PS

5574

Active families need and deserve proper 
rest. Designed for fitness-focused, 

active lifestyles, the collection 
reenergizes your body with deep, 

restorative sleep and delivers every type 
of  athlete the optimum sleep system 

for a more active tomorrow. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Support Foam
Creates a firm sleeping surface and provides more support than 
standard foam.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides extra 
support where you need it most and allows a cooler night’s sleep.

High Density Comfort Topper
An extra layer of support that provides better edge support and deep-
down comfort. 

702 High-Density Pocket Spring Unit
Made from tempered recycled railroad steel, the pocketed spring unit is 
encased in foam to provide optimal conformability and support while 
minimizing motion transfer. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to deliver a 
durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to keep 
you comfortable, cool and dry.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides optimal 
mattress support.

Optimize Firm PS  5574 Scan for 
more info



Optimize
Luxury Firm PS

5575

Active families need and deserve proper 
rest. Designed for fitness-focused, 

active lifestyles, the collection 
reenergizes your body with deep, 

restorative sleep and delivers every type 
of  athlete the optimum sleep system 

for a more active tomorrow. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Support Foam
Creates a firm sleeping surface and provides more support than 
standard foam.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides extra 
support where you need it most and allows a cooler night’s sleep.

High Density Comfort Topper
An extra layer of support that provides better edge support and deep-
down comfort. 

High-Density Contour Foam
Super-soft, pressure-relieving contour foam is made with ridges to 
alleviate aches and pains. It molds to the contours of your body, 
providing just the right amount of support where you need it most.

702 High-Density Pocket Spring Unit
Made from tempered recycled railroad steel, the pocketed spring unit is 
encased in foam to provide optimal conformability and support while 
minimizing motion transfer. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to deliver a 
durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to keep 
you comfortable, cool and dry.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides optimal 
mattress support.

Optimize Luxury Firm PS  5575 Scan for 
more info



Optimize
FX Euro PS

5576

Active families need and deserve proper 
rest. Designed for fitness-focused, 

active lifestyles, the collection 
reenergizes your body with deep, 

restorative sleep and delivers every type 
of  athlete the optimum sleep system 

for a more active tomorrow. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

5-Zone High-Density Performance Foam
Reduces pressure points in shoulder and hip areas and increases 
support in the lumbar zone and behind the knees.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides extra 
support where you need it most and allows a cooler night’s sleep.

High-Density Comfort Topper
An extra layer of support that provides better edge support and deep-
down comfort. 

High-Density Contour Foam
Super-soft, pressure-relieving contour foam is made with ridges to 
alleviate aches and pains. It molds to the contours of your body, 
providing just the right amount of support where you need it most.

702 High-Density Pocket Spring Unit
Made from tempered recycled railroad steel, the pocketed spring unit is 
encased in foam to provide optimal conformability and support while 
minimizing motion transfer. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to deliver a 
durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to keep 
you comfortable, cool and dry.

High Density Comfort Foam
High-density comfort foams provide better pressure 
relief allowing you to more easily enter deep sleep for a 
great night's rest.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides optimal 
mattress support.

Optimize FX Euro Top PS  5576 Scan for 
more info



Vitality
Plush PS

5520

Active families need and deserve proper 
rest. Designed for fitness-focused, 

active lifestyles, the collection 
reenergizes your body with deep, 

restorative sleep and delivers every type 
of  athlete the optimum sleep system 

for a more active tomorrow. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Support Foam
Creates a firm sleeping surface and provides more support than 
standard foam.

Cooling Gel Quilting Foam
Oeko-Tex certified quilting foam adds pressure relief and provides more 
support throughout the mattress.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides extra 
support where you need it most and allows a cooler night’s sleep.

High-Density Comfort Topper
An extra layer of support that provides better edge support and deep-
down comfort. 

702 High-Density Pocket Spring Unit
Made from tempered recycled railroad steel, the pocketed spring unit is 
encased in foam to provide optimal conformability and support while 
minimizing motion transfer. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to deliver a 
durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

PCM Cooling Cover
Made of phase change material (PCM) that provides an 
initial cooling sensation to help you fall asleep faster and 
ensures a comfortable night’s sleep from start to finish.

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to keep 
you comfortable, cool and dry.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides optimal 
mattress support.

Vitality Plush PS  5520 Scan for 
more info



Vitality
Luxury Firm 
FX Euro PS

5521

Active families need and deserve proper 
rest. Designed for fitness-focused, 

active lifestyles, the collection 
reenergizes your body with deep, 

restorative sleep and delivers every type 
of  athlete the optimum sleep system 

for a more active tomorrow. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Support Foam
Creates a firm sleeping surface and provides more support than 
standard foam.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides extra 
support where you need it most and allows a cooler night’s sleep.

High-Density Comfort Topper
An extra layer of support that provides better edge support and deep-
down comfort. 

High-Density Contour Foam
Super-soft, pressure-relieving contour foam is made with ridges to 
alleviate aches and pains. It molds to the contours of your body, 
providing just the right amount of support where you need it most.

702 High-Density Pocket Spring Unit
Made from tempered recycled railroad steel, the pocketed spring unit is 
encased in foam to provide optimal conformability and support while 
minimizing motion transfer. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to deliver a 
durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

PCM Cooling Cover
Made of phase change material (PCM) that provides an 
initial cooling sensation to help you fall asleep faster and 
ensures a comfortable night’s sleep from start to finish.

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to keep 
you comfortable, cool and dry.

High Density Comfort Foam
High-density comfort foams provide better pressure 
relief allowing you to more easily enter deep sleep for a 
great night's rest.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides optimal 
mattress support.

Vitality Luxury Firm FX Euro PS  5521 Scan for 
more info



Vitality
Pillow Top PS

5522

Active families need and deserve proper 
rest. Designed for fitness-focused, 

active lifestyles, the collection 
reenergizes your body with deep, 

restorative sleep and delivers every type 
of  athlete the optimum sleep system 

for a more active tomorrow. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

Cooling Gel Quilting Foam
Oeko-Tex certified quilting foam adds pressure relief and provides more 
support throughout the mattress.

Quilted Cooling Gel Lumbar
Added to the quilt layers, quilted cooling gel lumbar provides extra 
support where you need it most and allows a cooler night’s sleep.

High-Density Comfort Topper
An extra layer of support that provides better edge support and deep-
down comfort. 

702 High-Density Pocket Spring Unit
Made from tempered recycled railroad steel, the pocketed spring unit is 
encased in foam to provide optimal conformability and support while 
minimizing motion transfer. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement
Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around to deliver a 
durable, comfortable seating edge and 20% more sleeping area.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

PCM Cooling Cover
Made of phase change material (PCM) that provides an 
initial cooling sensation to help you fall asleep faster and 
ensures a comfortable night’s sleep from start to finish.

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to keep 
you comfortable, cool and dry.

High Density Comfort Foam
High-density comfort foams provide better pressure 
relief allowing you to more easily enter deep sleep for a 
great night's rest.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides optimal 
mattress support.

Vitality Pillow Top PS  5522 Scan for 
more info



MX Hybrid
Firm

5578

Active families need and deserve proper 
rest. Designed for fitness-focused, 

active lifestyles, the collection 
reenergizes your body with deep, 

restorative sleep and delivers every type 
of  athlete the optimum sleep system 

for a more active tomorrow. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Support Foam
Creates a firm sleeping surface and provides more 
support than standard foam.

High-Density Comfort Topper
An extra layer of support that provides better edge 
support and deep-down comfort. 

High Density Foam Core
Offers long-lasting support that virtually eliminates 
partner disturbance, counteracts any spring effect in 
the mattress and provides excellent support and 
pressure relief.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to 
keep you comfortable, cool and dry.

Copper, Graphite & Silver High-Density Memory 
Foam Quick recovery memory foam features 
thousands of comfort gel beads infused with 
graphite and copper for better pressure relief.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides 
optimal mattress support.

MX Hybrid Firm  5578 Scan for 
more info



MX Hybrid
Plush

5580

Active families need and deserve proper 
rest. Designed for fitness-focused, 

active lifestyles, the collection 
reenergizes your body with deep, 

restorative sleep and delivers every type 
of  athlete the optimum sleep system 

for a more active tomorrow. 



AdjustableBase
Friendly

Amish Wood 
Foundation

SUPPORT FEATURES

High-Density Contour Foam
Super-soft, pressure-relieving contour foam is made with 
ridges to alleviate aches and pains. It molds to the contours 
of your body, providing just the right amount of support 
where you need it most.

Cooling Gel Comfort Foam
The introduction of gel to plush quilting foam adds pressure 
relief and provides more support throughout the mattress.

High-Density Comfort Topper
An extra layer of support that provides better edge support 
and deep-down comfort. 

High Density Foam Core
Offers long-lasting support that virtually eliminates partner 
disturbance, counteracts any spring effect in the mattress 
and provides excellent support and pressure relief.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend
Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to 
keep you comfortable, cool and dry.

Copper, Graphite & Silver High-Density Memory 
Foam Quick recovery memory foam features 
thousands of comfort gel beads infused with graphite 
and copper for better pressure relief.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad
Made from 60% recycled bottles and provides 
optimal mattress support.

MX Hybrid Plush  5580 Scan for 
more info
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